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The aims of the present study were 2-fold: (1) to measure interlimb asymmetries from
a battery of fitness tests in youth soccer players and (2) to determine the association
between asymmetry and measures of athletic performance. Sixteen elite youth soccer
players (14.7 ± 0.2 years) performed a single-leg Abalakov test (ABK), change of
direction (COD) test over 10 m (5 + 5) and 20 m (10 + 10), and an iso-inertial power test.
Subjects also performed 10-, 20-, and 30-m sprints and a bilateral countermovement
jump, which were correlated with all ABK, COD, and iso-inertial asymmetry scores.
A one-way repeated-measures analysis of variance showed significant differences
between interlimb asymmetry scores across multiple tests (p < 0.05), with the isoinertial power test presenting the greatest magnitude of asymmetry, whereas individual
data highlighted substantially greater interindividual differences in each test. Pearson
r correlations showed no significant relationships (p > 0.05) between the different
interlimb asymmetry scores, and between asymmetry scores and athletic performance.
These findings show the test-specific nature of asymmetries in youth soccer players,
with the iso-inertial power test being the most sensitive in detecting asymmetry.
Moreover, the results obtained suggest that inherent asymmetry in young soccer players
did not negatively impact their performance.
Keywords: fitness testing, interlimb differences, performance reduction, power, youth

INTRODUCTION
For team sport athletes, the majority of high-intensity actions occur unilaterally (e.g., sprinting,
changing direction, kicking, and jumping) (Gonzalo-Skok et al., 2017; Bishop et al., 2018a).
A recent study noted that these actions were unlikely to occur in an equal amount on each limb
in professional soccer players (Bishop et al., 2019a); thus, the presence of interlimb asymmetry is to
be somewhat expected. This is further supported in previous research from Hart et al. (2016), who
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Therefore, the aims of the present study were 2-fold: (1) to
measure interlimb asymmetries from a battery of fitness tests in
youth soccer players and (2) to determine the association between
asymmetry and measures of athletic performance. Owing to
the conflicting evidence, developing a logical hypothesis was
challenging, however, it was thought that larger asymmetries
would be associated with reduced athletic performance.

showed that asymmetry is a by-product of playing sport, noting
that positional differences are a contributing factor to the
prevalence of asymmetry as well. However, the prevalence of
asymmetry alone does little to inform practitioners about whether
targeted training interventions are required from an injury
reduction or performance enhancement perspective.
Recently, there has been a rise in studies investigating
the association between interlimb asymmetry and measures
of athletic performance. For example, Bishop et al. (2018b)
showed that jump height asymmetries from the unilateral
countermovement jump (CMJ) were associated with slower
5-m (r = 0.49), 10-m (r = 0.52), and 20-m (r = 0.59) sprint
times in elite youth female soccer players. Additionally, in
elite academy soccer players of multiple age groups, ranging
from younger than 16 to younger than 23 years old, Bishop
et al. (2019b) showed that jump height asymmetry (again
from the unilateral CMJ) was associated with slower times
in 5- (r = 0.60–0.86), 10- (r = 0.54–0.87), 20-m (r = 0.56–
0.79) sprints, and it also affected performance in the 5-05 test in either limb (r = 0.61–0.85). In contrast, Lockie
et al. (2014) reported jump height and distance asymmetries
during the unilateral CMJ (10.4%), lateral jump (5.1%), and
broad jump (3.3%) tests in male collegiate athletes. No
significant relationships were reported with linear speed or
change of direction (COD) speed tests. Similarly, Dos’Santos
et al. (2017) reported distance asymmetries of 5 to 6% for
the single and triple hop for distance tests in male collegiate
athletes and found no significant relationships between the
two COD speed tests. Hence, in lieu of the available evidence,
results demonstrate inconclusive findings when aiming to
determine the association between interlimb asymmetry and
measures of athletic performance. Thus, further research in this
area is warranted.
In addition to this conflicting evidence, there is a paucity
of studies investigating the relationship between strength/power
asymmetry and performance tests. Previous research supports
the notion that strength asymmetry is negatively correlated
with jump performance (Bailey et al., 2013), speed and COD
speed (Coratella et al., 2018), and kicking accuracy (Hart et al.,
2014). However, these studies analyzed the strength asymmetry
scores through the concentric phase of the movement, or even
with isometric contractions, despite the fact that most of the
sportive actions occur by combining concentric and eccentric
contractions (i.e., the stretch-shortening cycle) (Nuñez and Sáez
de Villarreal, 2017). An interesting alternative for the assessment
of asymmetry would be to use flywheel devices, because these
allow to apply load during both phases of the movement (i.e.,
concentric and eccentric) (Beato et al., 2019). In addition, to
the authors’ knowledge, only one previous study has analyzed
whether asymmetries observed in an iso-inertial power test
influence the athletic performance (Madruga-Parera et al., 2019),
showing no significant relationships between them. However,
the authors used specific tests (i.e., shuffle lateral and crossover
steps) in youth tennis players, and no research has studied
the relationship between the level of the asymmetry obtained
in an iso-inertial soccer-related test (i.e., lateral squat) and the
performance in elite young soccer players.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Sixteen elite U15 male soccer players (age = 14.7 ± 0.2 years,
height = 169.1 ± 8.3 cm, body mass = 56.6 ± 9.7 kg, body
mass index = 20.1 ± 1.8 kg/m2 ) volunteered to participate
in the study (post hoc statistical power >0.80). The players
played in the highest division corresponding to their age-category
level in Spain. Prior to participating in the study, each player
completed a questionnaire about their medical and injury history.
Goalkeepers were excluded from the study sample, and players
who did not complete all tests were omitted in the subsequent
statistical analysis. The inclusion criteria were to complete all
the tests and to not have been injured during the last month
before the investigation. Prior to initiating the study, participants
were fully informed about the protocol to follow, and their assent
was collected. Additionally, their parents/legal guardians filled
out informed consents as they were younger than 18 years. All
participants were free to leave the study at any time without
any penalty. The study followed the guidelines set out in
the Declaration of Helsinki (2013) and was approved by the
university’s research ethics.

Procedures
All data collection sessions were scheduled before the regular
soccer sessions with testing taking place over 2 weeks.
A familiarization period took place during the first weeks (two
sessions), in order to avoid any learning effects (Castillo et al.,
2019), while during the second week, the participants performed
the two data collection sessions with 48 h of separation between
sessions. Participants were required to complete the jump and
power test during the first data collection session, and the
linear and COD sprint test in the second one. This order
was agreed with the clubs as it was deemed to minimize the
accumulation of fatigue and therefore most likely to maximize
performances across all tests. During the experimental period,
the concerned players were instructed to have their last meal
3 h before the beginning of the tests, not to drink any
caffeinated beverages or to perform intense physical exercise.
All tests were performed at the same time, in the field of
artificial grass where the team had their training session, with
the training gear and footwear normally used by the player in
the training. In addition, all these sessions were supervised by
the accredited strength and conditioning coaches, who verbally
discussed with each participant to ensure both parties were
satisfied with requirements before data collection. Before each
data collection session, a standardized warm-up was performed,
consisting of 3 min of continuous, low-intensity running;
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position was placed 0.5 m before the first timing gate, and players
started when ready eliminating reaction time. Two trials with a
rest of 2 min between each sprint were completed, and the fastest
time was considered for the subsequent statistical analysis.

Change of Direction Sprint Test
After the linear sprint test, participants performed a total of
four sprints with a COD involved. There were two sprints
of 10 m (5 + 5 m) and two sprints of 20 m (10 + 10 m)
with a COD of 90◦ (Figure 2). Each set of sprints was
repeated so that the player changed direction to the right
twice and changed direction to the left twice (Hader et al.,
2015), and 50% of the participants started with their right limb,
and the other 50% started with their left limb. A recovery
time of 2 min was allowed between each sprint. At the
beginning of each sprint, the front foot was placed 0.5 m
before the first photocell (Polifemo Light Radio; Microgate ).
For the subsequent statistical analysis, the fastest time of each
test was chosen.

FIGURE 1 | The iso-inertial power test.

R

joint mobility exercises; and jump and sprint actions over
distances of 10 to 30 m.

Vertical Jump Tests
After the standardized warm-up, the players performed three
bilateral CMJ and three unilateral Abalakov jumps (ABK) with
each limb, separated by 45 s of passive recovery (Núñez et al.,
2018). During the CMJ, all participants were instructed to place
their hands on their hips, which was followed by a vertical
jump at maximal effort and landing in a vertical position,
with their knees being flexed after landing (Sáez de Villarreal
et al., 2015). However, during ABK, the swinging of the arms
was allowed. All the jumps were performed on a platform
with infrared rays (Optojump Next; Microgate , Bolzano, Italy),
and the jump height (cm) was recorded. The best of the
performances of each test was selected for the subsequent
statistical analysis.

Statistical Analysis
Results are presented as mean ± standard deviations. All
the dependent variables obtained from the tests were
tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test, and all the
variables obtained were normally distributed. Within-session
reliability of test measures was computed using the intraclass
correlation coefficient (ICC) with absolute agreement and
the coefficient of variation (CV). Interpretation of ICC and
the 95% confidence interval were calculated and categorized
as excellent (0.90–1.00), good (0.75–0.9), moderate (0.50–
0.75), or poor (<0.50) (Koo and Li, 2016), considering CV
values lower than 10% as acceptable (Cormack et al., 2008).
In each unilateral test, the limb where a higher score was
obtained was determined as the stronger limb, and the other
limb was denoted as the weaker limb, and subsequently,
interlimb asymmetries were calculated using a standard
percentage difference equation for all the tests: (score in
stronger limb − score in weaker limb)/(score in stronger
limb) × 100 (Impellizzeri et al., 2007). When depicting
interlimb differences individually, the use of an “IF function”
in Microsoft Excel was added to the end of the formula:
∗ IF (left < right, 1,−1) (Bishop et al., 2018a), in order to
show the direction of asymmetry (i.e., which leg produced
the larger score) without altering the magnitude. A oneway repeated-measures analysis of variance was conducted
to determine the systematic bias between mean asymmetry
scores, with statistical significance set at p < 0.05. Pearson
r correlations were conducted to establish the relationship
between interlimb asymmetries and fitness test scores,
with statistical significance set at p < 0.05. The following
scale of magnitudes was used to interpret the correlation
coefficients: <0.1, trivial; 0.1–0.3, small; 0.3–0.5, moderate;
0.5–0.7, large; 0.7–0.9, very large; and >0.9, nearly perfect
(Hopkins et al., 2009). All statistical tests were performed using
the software package SPSS version 24.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago,
IL, United States).

R

Iso-Inertial Power Test
Following the jump test, the power test was conducted using a
flywheel device (K-Box 3; Exxentric , Stockholm, Sweden). All
players performed 2 sets of 6 repetitions of the lateral squat
exercise (Figure 1) with each leg (inertia 0.10 kg/m2 ), allowing
a rest of 4 min between each attempt (Sabido et al., 2017).
Mean and peak power were measured by means of a rotary
encoder (SmartCoachTM Power Encoder; SmartCoach Europe
AB, Stockholm, Sweden) using its associated software (v5.6.0.8)
in both concentric and eccentric phases, being the sum of both
values calculated. The inertial load used for this assessment was
chosen because previous studies have shown that power values
are higher with lower loads (Sabido et al., 2017). To avoid possible
fatigue effects, 50% of the participants started with their right
limb, and the other 50% started with their left limb. The best
result obtained in each test was selected for the subsequent
statistical analysis.
R

Linear Sprint Test
Participants were assessed over 30 m with split times on 10 and
20 m. Four pairs of photoelectric cells (Polifemo Light Radio;
Microgate ) were used to record the sprint times. The starting
R
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FIGURE 2 | Schematic representation of change of direction tests configuration.

interlimb asymmetry scores and fitness tests are shown in Table 3.
No significant relationships were found between interlimb
asymmetry scores and either speed or jump performance.

RESULTS
Within-session reliability data are presented in Table 1 and show
that all data reported an excellent reliability except for 10-m
linear speed (ICC = 0.75), whereas acceptable CV for all the tests
(<10%) was obtained. In addition, significantly higher values
(p < 0.05) were observed in ABK, mean power, and peak power
interasymmetry scores in comparison to COD5 and COD10,
without differences between the other tests.
Individual asymmetry values for each player are presented in
Figures 3–5 for jump height (ABK), COD (i.e., 5 and 10), and
power (i.e., mean and peak). Individual asymmetry values ranged
from 5.86 to 24.65% in ABK, 0.37 to 8.46% in COD5, 0.48 to
8.13% in COD10, 0.30 to 46.40% in mean power, and 0.14 to
57.37% in peak power.
Pearson r correlations between interlimb asymmetry scores
across tests are shown in Table 2; no significant relationships
were present between tests. Pearson r correlations between

DISCUSSION
The aims of the present study were to measure interlimb
asymmetries from a battery of fitness tests in youth soccer
players and to determine the association between asymmetry
and measures of athletic performance. Results showed varying
magnitudes of asymmetry across tests, the largest of which
was during the iso-inertial power tests. Abalakov test and
iso-inertial power tests showed larger asymmetry scores when
comparing to the COD tests, and the correlations between
asymmetry indexes were not significant. In addition, no
significant relationship between asymmetry scores and athletic
performance was observed.

TABLE 1 | Mean test scores ± standard deviations (SDs), test reliability (95% CIs), and mean interlimb asymmetry values.
Fitness test

Mean ± SD

ICC (95% CI)

CV (95% CI)

Mean asymmetry (%)
11.95 ± 5.82*

ABK-S (cm)

24.54 ± 3.61

0.96 (0.93–0.98)

2.8 (2.1–4.3)

ABK-W (cm)

21.55 ± 2.86

0.96 (0.92–0.98)

3.2 (2.4–4.9)

COD5-S (s)

2.58 ± 0.12

0.94 (0.86–0.97)

1.2 (0.9–1.8)

COD5-W (s)

2.46 ± 0.12

0.95 (0.89–0.98)

1.3 (1.0–2.0)

COD10-S (s)

4.04 ± 0.14

0.96 (0.91–0.98)

0.9 (0.7–1.4)

COD10-W (s)

4.17 ± 0.14

0.93 (0.85–0.97)

0.8 (0.6–1.3)

4.60 ± 2.51
3.02 ± 1.74

Lateral squat:
Mean power-S (W)

301.70 ± 114.86

0.98 (0.95–0.99)

3.9 (2.9–6.0)

21.27 ± 15.55*

Mean power-W (W)

241.60 ± 114.19

0.99 (0.97–1.00)

2.3 (1.8–3.5)

21.68 ± 18.85*

Peak power-S (W)

524.83 ± 198.13

0.97 (0.92–0.99)

7.3 (5.4–11.2)

Peak power-W (W)

416.41 ± 202.41

0.99 (0.98–1.00)

2.9 (2.2–4.5)

10 m (s)

1.76 ± 0.07

0.75 (0.48–0.88)

2.3 (1.7–3.5)

—

20 m (s)

3.09 ± 0.11

0.93 (0.85–0.97)

1.1 (0.8–1.6)

—

30 m (s)

4.31 ± 0.17

0.97 (0.93–0.99)

0.7 (0.5–1.0)

—

37.23 ± 4.98

0.96 (0.92–0.98)

3.4 (2.5–5.2)

—

Speed:

Countermovement jump (cm)

*Higher interlimb asymmetry scores in comparison to COD tests (p < 0.05). ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient; CV, coefficient of variation; CI, confidence interval; ABK,
Abalakov test; S, strong; W, weak; COD, change of direction.
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FIGURE 3 | Individual asymmetry data for Abalakov test. Above the line indicates raw score is greater on the right limb, and below the line indicates raw score is
greater on the left limb. ABK, Abalakov test.

FIGURE 4 | Individual asymmetry data for change of direction tests. Above the line indicates raw score is greater on the right limb, and below the line indicates raw
score is greater on the left limb. COD, change of direction.

All tests showed excellent reliability, except for 10 m, which
showed an acceptable variability (<10%). These findings suggest
the data being presented in this article can be interpreted with
confidence for further analysis (Turner et al., 2015). Previous
research supports that the level of experience and the structured
strength and conditioning training (inclusive of speed and jump

Frontiers in Psychology | www.frontiersin.org

training) performed during the season seem to contribute to
the good reliability of the data (Bishop et al., 2019a). Regarding
the asymmetry scores observed in the present study, iso-inertial
power tests showed the largest asymmetries in both mean
and peak power (21.27% ± 15.55% and 21.68% ± 18.85%,
respectively) across the different proposed tests, whereas the
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FIGURE 5 | Individual asymmetry data for iso-inertial power test. Above the line indicates raw score is greater on the right limb, and below the line indicates raw
score is greater on the left limb.

COD test showed a lower magnitude of asymmetry (COD5:
4.60% ± 2.51% and COD10: 3.02% ± 1.74%) in comparison to
the jump and iso-inertial power tests, which is in agreement with
previous research (Fort-Vanmeerhaeghe et al., 2015; Dos’Santos
et al., 2018; Madruga-Parera et al., 2019). The COD tests’ inability
to detect asymmetries could be due to two reasons: first, there is
a strong linear speed component during COD, mainly in COD10
(Madruga-Parera et al., 2019), and second, sprint times are far
more replicable than power outputs during jump (Bishop et al.,
2019a) or iso-inertial tests.
No significant relationships were present between asymmetry
scores, highlighting the independent nature of the selected tests
in elite youth male soccer players (Table 2). This finding is
supported by previous studies (Loturco et al., 2018; Bishop
et al., 2019c), which stated a lack of relationships between
different asymmetry scores in both female and male elite senior
soccer players. Furthermore, in a recent study, Bishop et al.
(2018a) observed that when comparing asymmetry scores across
multiple tests levels of agreement were typically poor. This
information suggests that asymmetries are independent of each

other, reflecting the necessity to introduce different tests to
provide a holistic picture of the asymmetries in the soccer players,
as well as to preclude the use of a single test to screen for interlimb
asymmetry. Given similar findings have been shown across
multiple populations (Bishop et al., 2018a, 2019a; Loturco et al.,
2018), it seems prudent to suggest that the lack of association
between asymmetry in different tasks has less to do with youth
male soccer players, but more to do with the variable nature of
asymmetry itself.
As the interlimb asymmetry scores vary according to the
test used, not all players respond equally to the same test in
terms of asymmetry. Regarding this, some authors (Bishop et al.,
2018a) have postulated that individual asymmetry analysis is key,
owing to the high variability for the mean asymmetry scores
(Table 1). In this sense, the largest mean asymmetry value for
the analyzed test ranged from 3.02 to 21.68%, however, it is
clear from Figures 3–5 that many individual asymmetry values
greatly surpassed this. In addition, individual analysis provides
information about which asymmetry values favor the left limb
(as represented by negative scores) and which favor the right

TABLE 2 | Pearson r correlations (95% confidence intervals) between the different
interlimb asymmetry scores.

TABLE 3 | Pearson r correlations (95% confidence intervals) between the different
interlimb asymmetry scores and speed and jump tests.

Tests

ABK

COD5

Asymmetry

COD5

0.01 (±0.43)

—

COD10

MP

COD10

0.40 (±0.37)

0.40 (±0.37)

—

MP

0.34 (±0.39)

0.09 (±0.42)

0.40 (±0.37)

—

PP

0.26 (±0.40)

−0.03 (±0.43)

0.19 (±0.41)

0.90 (±0.09)*

*Statistical significance at p < 0.01. ABK, Abalakov test; COD, change of direction;
MP, mean power; PP, peak power.
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S10

S20

S30

CMJ

ABK

−0.14 (±0.42)

−0.15 (±0.42)

−0.19 (±0.41)

0.17 (±0.42)

COD5

−0.43 (±0.36)

−0.38 (±0.38)

−0.32 (±0.39)

0.42 (±0.36)

COD10

−0.19 (±0.41)

−0.24 (±0.41)

−0.24 (±0.41)

0.04 (±0.43)

MP

0.17 (±0.42)

0.22 (±0.41)

0.16 (±0.42)

0.26 (±0.40)

PP

0.29 (±0.40)

0.31 (±0.39)

0.22 (±0.41)

−0.15 (±0.42)

ABK, Abalakov test; COD, change of direction; MP, mean power; PP, peak power.
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limb (positive asymmetry outcome) for each player, highlighting
how a limb may be favored over the other from task to task
(Bishop et al., 2018a). This individual information seems to be
critical to perform specific training interventions, in order to
reduce optimally interlimb asymmetries, because thresholds of
greater than 10% are to be accepted as cutoffs where reduced
performance (Bishop et al., 2018c) and increased risk of injury
are present (Rohman et al., 2015). Therefore, to deepen in
the interlimb asymmetry knowledge, the athlete profile should
present the individual data as well as mean values.
It is well documented that in this sport several high-intensity
actions occur unilaterally, not being equal the implication
of both limbs (Sabido et al., 2017), which lead to the
presence of asymmetries in soccer players (Bishop et al.,
2019a). Attending to this, previous studies performed with
soccer players have reported that jump asymmetry impacts
negatively in athletic performance (Bishop et al., 2019a,b).
Conversely, in the present study, no significant relationships
were observed between interlimb asymmetries from ABK and
either speed or jump performance. These differences could
be due to the different jump test used in previous studies
(i.e., drop jump), which is characterized by the presence of a
braking action with an immediate requirement to transition
into high propulsive forces straight, something that does seem
to affect COD performance (Jones et al., 2009). According
to this, no significant correlations were presented between
COD asymmetry and athletic performance. Although we
hypothesized that the asymmetry scores obtained in the isoinertial power test could influence athletic performance, our
results revealed a lack of significant relationships. In this sense,
only one previous study has used an iso-inertial device to
assess interlimb asymmetries and its relationship with jump
performance (Madruga-Parera et al., 2019), obtaining similar
results. Given that asymmetries have no detrimental impact in
young soccer players’ performance, even using iso-inertial devices
for the assessment, it seems pertinent to assume that reducing
asymmetry scores is not a relevant strategy to improve the
performance in this specific population. Further studies should
analyze the relationship between asymmetry and external match
load (i.e., distance covered, high-speed running, etc.) in order to
understand the relevance of asymmetry on match performance in
young soccer players.
This study is not without limitations. The main one is that
maturation stages have not been considered in this study; thus,
an assumption was made that players were no longer circa peak
height velocity, which may have influenced the results obtained
in this study. Additionally, a small sample size of 16 subjects
was used, so the results obtained should be taken with caution.

Therefore, future research should aim to use a larger cohort of
soccer players, as well as to include the maturation status of
the participants.
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